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ABSTRACT 

Object-oriented problem solving and programming represent a way of 

thinking and a methodology for computer programming that is quite different 

from the traditional approach supported by procedural programming 

languages. Object-oriented languages provide powerful features such as 

encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism, supporting concepts that make 

computer problem solving a more natural (human-oriented) activity. 

Smalltalk is the one of several object-oriented languages. Smalltalk 

researchers often argue that Smalltalk is too radical, since its syntax is totally 

different from conventional languages, even though the syntax itself 

represents object-oriented programming concepts. Since the Smalltalk 

language is, in its nature, embedded into its programming environment, a 

programmer always has to deal with a large Smalltalk system to write even a 

small program. It often leads the programmer to confusion and frustration. 

The objective of this research was to develop a new easy-to-use user 

interface for the Smalltalk/V 286 system, which is an extension of Smalltalk-

80. The user interface helps programmers read and write Smalltalk code 

more easily by providing several system browsers and by subscheming the 

Smalltalk system. Also, the user inter£ ace lets the programmer write a 

Smalltalk source code that need not be embedded into the Smalltalk system 

as a method. With this source code writing facility, the Smalltalk system 

does not have to grow with increased use, and the programmer can load and 

execute the code whenever needed. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The interest in developing and maintaining large complex software 

systems in a competitive and dynamic environment has led to new 

approaches to software design and development. The object-oriented 

programming paradigm is one of these new approaches. 

What makes programming difficult? One answer that has gained 

CWTency during the last twenty years is that computer representations of data 

are "unnatural." Smalltalk is a pure object-oriented language, which 

resembles human problem solving methods in order to make programming 

easier. However, researchers have outlined major problems concerning the 

Smalltalk language and its environment. Interestingly enough, the problem is 

that learning and using Smalltalk is not easy, even though Smalltalk has been 

characterized as a human-oriented language. 

Two major problems that have been discussed by Smalltalk researchers 

and programmers are: 

1) The syntax of Smalltalk is too simple. Since every entity in Smalltalk is 

either an object or an message, programmers are often confused about 

which parts of the language are objects and which parts are messages. 

The simple syntax of Smalltalk deteriorates the readability, writability, 

and learnability of the language. 

2) The distributed nature of the code. Since Smalltalk code is distributed 
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all over its environment, it is not easy to locate the correct class, object 

or message that the programmer really wants. As a result; too many 

help window look-ups (e.g., class browser window, debugger window) 

are needed. The distributed nature of the code deteriorates reusability 

and response time in Smalltalk. 

This research addresses the question "What is necessary for a user-friendly 

Smalltalk programming environment?" The specific goal of this research was 

to produce an improved user interface for Smalltalk/V 286 (an extension of 

Smalltalk-80). The user interface lets the programmer check syntactic 

correctness of the program by using menus, and easily verify all the entities in 

his program by providing all the information on any entity in its environment 

by pushing one of the several different buttons on the user interface, rather 

than executing a statement to inspect a entity in the system. For example, to 

open an inspector window in the standard system to browse the system 

dictionary Smalha/1, the user must type 'Smalltalk inspect. I, select it, and 

show (execute) it. H the user does not know that there is an I inspect' 

message and that the name of the system dictionary is Smalltalk, how could 

he browse the system dictionary? With the improved user interface, the user 

can know what kind of help he is going to get and how to get that help easily. 

Since Smalltalk code is distributed all over its environment, it is not 

easy to locate the correct class, object or message that a programmer 

really wants. The improved user interface reduces the confusion in finding a 

proper class by providing enough browsers, each of which can browse the 

scoema [1, 2] from different viewpoints. lbis feature lets the user have 
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different views of the schema, in order to increase its understandability. The 

schema is defined in this paper as the dictionaries and class hierarchical 

system of Smalltalk. By viewing the schema from several directions, the 

programmer can easily determine what the schema looks like and how to 

pinpoint what he needs from the schema to read or write a Smalltalk program. 

For example, if a chair is viewed from several different angles, the shape of 

the chair can be easily perceived. 

The improved user interface also has a sub scheming feature. In 

subscheming, by assigning a significance factor to the class or method, the 

user can browse only those classes and methods that are significant to a 

particular application. The classes and methods with the significance factor 

are copied into a subschema from the schema. The schema is the entire data 

structure of Smalltalk and a suhscllema is a small subset of the schema which 

includes classes and methods with the significance factor. In implementing 

subschema, the two following questions below should be considered: 

How to decide wllat is tlJe significance factor of a class or metlJod? 

WlJat part of tOe class tree (scllema) sllould be cop1ed into a suhscllema? 

One solution for these questions is to build a subschema which contains only 

methods (and their classes) that are used in the current program being written 

by the user, and which also contains methods with the same name as the 

methods used in the program. 

1bis means that the significance factor will be assigned to the currently 

selected classes and methods in a particular application, with their pointers 

being copied into the subschema. Also, methods with the same name as the 
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methods used in the program will have a significance factor, so they would 

also be copied into the subschema, and, for user's convenience. Therefore, 

the user can elect to browse only the subschema, and not the much larger 

schema of the environment. By browsing only the subschema, the 

programmer can understand the source code more easily. The subschema 

therefore gives the programmer a clear idea as to what methods and classes he 

is dealing with in his particular program. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Basic Terminologies 

Basic terminologies which are related to object-oriented programming 

are explained in this section. These brief descriptions of the terminologies are 

summarized from the papers of Tim Korson et al. [3], Bjarne Stroustrup [ 4], 

and Josephine Micallef [5]. 

Objects 

Objects are the basic run-time entities in an object-oriented system. 

Objects take up space in memory and have an associated address like a record 

in Pascal or a structure in C. A set of procedures and functions, which define 

meaningful operations on the object, are associated with every object. In 

other words, an object is a data structure, coupled with a set of operations that 

describe how the object can be manipulated. Thus, an object encapsulates its 

behavior. 

Classes 

A class can be defined as a set of objects. A class (in part) is an 

implementation of an abstract data type. This means that the details of 

implementation are private to the class, so that an object of a certain class 

cannot use implementation details of a different class. For each class in the 
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system, there are corresponding objects that store information about the class 

as a whole and implement the class-level operations. 

Inheritance 

Inheritance ts a relationship between classes that allows for the 

definition and implementation of one class to be based on that of other 

existing classes. Inheritance is a technique that allows new classes to be built 

using existing classes rather than being written from scratch. The new classes 

are called subclasses and the original one is called superclass. The 

subclasses inherit the variables and methods of the superclass. Every class 

inherits from the metac/ass which includes descriptions of rudimentary 

behaviors common to all objects in the system. Inheritance is the most 

important concept for constructing software systems by reusing, rather than 

coding every system from scratch. Inheritance not only supports reuse across 

the system, but it also supports extensibility within a given system. In other 

words, the inheritance mechanism minimizes the amount of new code needed 

while adding new features. 

Dynamic Binding 

Dynamic binding is the binding of a procedure call (or message) to the 

code to be executed in response to the call. Dynamic binding means the code 

associated with a given procedure call is not known until the moment of call at 

runtime. In the object-oriented languages, dynamic binding is associated 
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with polymorphism and inheritance in that a procedure call associated with a 

polymorphic reference may depend on the dynamic type of that reference. 

Polymorphism 

The term polymorphism refers to the ability to take more than one form. 

In an object-oriented language, a polymorphic reference is one that can refer 

to instances of more than one class. In other words, different objects respond 

to the same message with their own unique behavior. Inheritance, coupled 

with polymorphism and dynamic binding, minimizes the amount of existing 

code that must be changed when extending a system. 

Messa&e Sending and Function Calls 

in Object-Oriented Languages 

Message sending in an object-oriented languages is sometimes 

compared to function calls in conventional languages; however the two 

behave very differently. The first argument (the first entity in case of 

message sending) of a function call corresponds to the receiver, and the actual 

function (message) that is invoked depends on the kind of object denoted by 

the first argument. 

Encapsulation 

Consider a class member (data or function) that must be protected from 

unauthorized access. Encapsulation is a technique for min1m1zing 

interdependencies among separately-written modules by defining strict 
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external interlaces. An encapsulated module can only be accessed by clients 

(that is, other modules that make use of this module) via this interlace. Also, 

implementation details arc hidden within the module (see description of Data 

hiding). 

Data Hiding 

Over the years, the emphasis in the program design has shifted from 

procedure design to data organization. A set of related procedures and the 

data they manipulate is called a module. Data hiding is performed as follows: 

decide which modules to be used; and partition the program so that data is 

lliddeo io eacll module. 

Abstract Data Types 

Languages such as Ada and C++ attack the data-hiding problem by 

letting the user define types that behave in nearly the same way as built-in 

types. Such a type is often called an abstract data type. The programming 

paradigm with abstract data types can now be stated as: decide which types 

you want, and then provide a full set of operations for each type. 

Psycholo.gical Aspects of Object-Oriented Programming 

Smalltalk is a human-oriented language. Since Smalltalk resembles a 

human's problem solving methods and information storing mechanisms, it is 

important to understand how a person's information processing mechanism 

works. Also, an understanding of a human's cognitive process helps the 
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programmer analyze the behaviors of the objects in the world and in the 

Smalltalk. system. Human information processing is achieved through a 

complex and not completely understood mecha11ism called the cognitive 

process. Lindsay and Norman [ 6] state the cognitive process is modelled as 

follows (see Figure 1). A prerequisite to any human perception is paying 

allen/ion. Being attentive enables a human to detect and identify a stimulus so 

that a message can be transferred for further processing. The location of 

further processing is the slJort-lerm memo~-,; in which the information is held 

no more than a few seconds. The major analysis of the information is 

performed in the long-term memory, where the information is classified, 

stored, and analyzed, and a decision made. The long-term memory 

memorizes many items of knowledge ( concepts), obtained throughout a 

person's life. 

Concepts are characterized by the following [7]: 

1. Superordioales - The class to which the concept belongs. For 

example, a chair is a piece of furniture. 

2. ..ltoperties - The characteristics of the concept. For example, a 

chair has four legs. 

3. Instances- Occurrences related to the concept. For example, there 

is a green chair. 

Newell and Simon [8] developed a formal model of human information 

processing for use in research on artificial intelligence (see Figure 2). The 

model is conceptual and does not pretend to depict human organic processes 

exactly. 
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• 0 
0 

stimulus 

attention 

reaction 

Identification 

1 
short-term 
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1 
long-term 
memory 

Figure 1. One model of the cognitive process. 

According to the model, the initial interaction between an individual and 

the eoviroL1111eot is triggered by stimuli attracting the human sense. These 

senses, termed nceptors, transfer the information to the processor (brain), 

which employs various types of memory, depending on its needs. In many 

cases the processor, being reluctant to count solely on human memory, would 

prefer to record the data on extema/ memory (notes or magnetic media) for 

future use. Decisions made by the processor are conveyed to the 

environment via e&clo~ which could be mouth (speech), hand (motion) or 

fingers (writing). H we substitute these terms with lexicon of a computer 

system, we immediately get a description of a computer system: data enters 

into the computer system via input devices (receptors); are processed by the 

CPU; are stored in registers (short-term memory), internal storage (long-term 
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memory). or external storage (external memory); and are displayed via an 

output device (effectors). 

receptors 
(eye. ear. nose) .. .. 

environment processor 
(brain) 

f+o effectors ~ 

(physical .. 
spoken. 
written) 

::::::::: :m~m~~::::::::: 
································ .. .. .. 

short-term .. .. .. .. memory .. .. .. .. (brain) .. .. .. 
.. .. 

long-term .. .. .. .. .. memory .... .. 
.. (brain) .. . . .. .. .. 

external .. .. .. .. .. memory .. .. .. 
(notes) .. .. .. .. .. . 

································ 

Figure 2. Newell and Simon's model of human information processing. 

Since the basic structure of a computer system resembles the human 

information process. why not do the same for computer programmmg 

techniques and programming languages? Are traditional programming 

techniques and programming languages human-oriented? The answer is 

probably not. However. object-oriented programming resembles the human 

cognitive and problem-solving processes. H we observe the characteristics of 

concepts in long-term memory, which are superordinates, properties and 

instances. they exactly resemble the data structure of the object-oriented 

programming paradigm. For example, superordinates are represented as 

classes, properties are represented as methods, and instances are represented 

as instances of a certain class in object-oriented programming and languages. 

This is why it can be said that object-oriented programming is "human

oriented" (see Figure 3). 
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Concepts ( in long-term memory ) 

L Superordinates t Properties 
Instances 

Data structure in 
object-oriented programming 

Classes ~ 
Methods 
Instances 

Figure 3. Concepts (data) in human long-term memory 
and data structure in object-oriented programming. 

However, the human's long-term memory is much more complex. It has 

cataloging mechanism, retrieval methods, shortcut routes, and search 

networks [9]. Even though the data structure of an object-oriented language 

resembles the structure of concepts of human's long-term memory, most of 

the object-oriented languages lack human-oriented methodology of handling 

the data structure. For example, if you are asked about the home phone 

number of the President Bush, you would immediately reply that you do not 

have any idea without scanning all the memory to give this answer. This 

implies that the class trees in an object-oriented language should be scanned in 

various ways to browse classes or methods more efficiently. 

Object-Oriented Pro~rammjn~ and Object-Oriented Lan~uages 

Below are some definitions of object-oriented programming and object

oriented languages. These definitions give an overall picture of object

oriented programming and languages. 

Madsen and Meller-Pedersen [10] define object-oriented programming 

as follows: "A program execution is regarded as a physical model, simulating 
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the behavior of either a real or imaginary part of the world." In this definition, 

a physical model consists of objects characterized by allrihules and a 

sequence of acb'ons. 

Pinson and Wiener [ 11 ] give the foil owing definition: 

Object-oriented programming is defined in its purest sense 
as programming implemented by sending messages to objects. 
With this definition, problem solution that uses object-oriented 
programming principles consists of identifying the objects, 
messages. and object-message sequences to effect a solution. 
Computer languages are object-oriented if they support the four 
specific object properties called abstraction. eocapsulahon. 
inJJenlaoce. and polymorpoism. 

Sebesta's [12] definition of object-oriented programming is given as 

follows: 
The essence of object-oriented programming is solving 

problems by identifying the real-world objects of the problem and 
the processing required of these objects, and then creating 
simulations of those objects, their processes, and required 
communications between the objects. Abstract data types, 
dynamic type binding, and inheritance are the concepts that make 
object-oriented problem solving not only possible, but convenient 
and effective. 

Eckel [ 13] defines 

Object-oriented programming is a new way of thinking 
about problems. Instead of trying to mold the problem into 
something familiar to the computer. the computer is adapted to the 
problem. In object-oriented programming, the problem is 
examined for independent enblies, which are related to other 
parts of the problem. These entities are chosen not for their 
compute.rizahilily, but because they have some physical or 
conceptual boundary that divides them from the rest of the 
problem. The entities are then represented as objects in the 
computer program. The goal is to have a one-to-one 
correspondence between entities in the physical problem and 
objects in the program. 
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Finally. here is the definition of Hu [ 14 ]. 

Object-oriented programming allows the programmer and 
the user to view concepts as a hierarchy of different components 
or structures of various organizations. By using object-oriented 
programming techniques, programmers can conveniently and 
neatly represent (encode) these relationships among components, 
objects, tasks to be performed. conditions to be met. The code 
can be reused and easily changed by subsequent users. Three key 
elements of object-oriented programming are data encapsulation, 
inheritance of attributes, and polymorphism (overloading of 
operator names). Most object-oriented languages implement these 
three elements differently: as a result, the use of each language 
varies significantly. 

From the preceding definitions, the behaviors of the objects are very 

important factors in object-oriented programming. Also, as stated earlier in 

the previous section, the understanding of a human's cognitive process is 

important to analyze the behavior of objects in the world or in a specific 

application. Gibson [15] suggested Object Behavior Analysis (OBA) so as to 

provide the programmer with an initial understanding of a specific application 

in terms of behaviors of objects. OBA provides a conceptual model for the 

first stage in creating an object-oriented application. Using OBA is a positive 

first move toward constructing a successful. flexible, object-oriented system. 

How do you recognize objects initially? What are their characteristics? What 

are the relationships among the objects? How do they interact? These are the 

questions the programmer faces in an object-oriented world. and these are the 

questions that OBA should answer. The result of applying OBA is a 

requirements specification. wriUen in terms of required behavior. that 

describes the primary objects and how they are organized. Using OBA for 

analyzing an object-oriented system, the programmer obtains a behavioral 
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specification that emphasizes the highly reusable aspects of a system: that is, 

the behavioral protocols and the hierarchical groupings of objects according 

to such protocols. Thoughtful analysis, focusing on behavioral abstractions, 

promotes a reduction in code by paving the way for good hierarchical 

construction and inheritance. Wise use of OBA can help to produce a clear, 

understandable object-oriented application structure. Table 1 shows how 

OBA is performed. 

The objected-oriented problem solving methodology can be 

summarized with following four steps [16]: 

• Step 1. Identifying the object~ appearing m the problem and its 

solution. 

• Step 2. Classifying the objects according to their similarities and 

differences. 

• Step 3. Designing messages which make up the language of 

interaction among the objects. 

• Step 4. Implementing methods which are the algorithms that carry 

out the interaction among objects. 

Many object-oriented languages have been developed since the late 70's 

such as Smalltalk [17], Actor [18], C++ (19], Objective-C [20], Flavors [21], 

BETA [22], Trellis/Owl (23), and Eiffel [24). Most of these languages, except 

for Smalltalk, are oyh.dd object-oriented languages, that is, conventional 

languages augmented with object-oriented concepts. For example, C++ is an 

extension of C, with class structuring features added. 
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Table 1. The five steps of OBA. 
The steps constituting Object Behavior Analysis, and the results of each step. 

These steps are iterated as needed. 

Steps Action Result 
Understand Initial 

1 the behaviors of 
application; the system 
identify 

~ 

behaviors 
Derive objects Objects and 

2 using the object 
behavioral behaviors 
perspective 
Start Objects 

3 classifying classified with 
objects behaviors and 

visible 
properties 

Identify Object 
4 relationships relations and 

among objects coordination 
Model Requirements 

5 processes specification 
and possible 
analysis 
prototype 

The History of the Smalltalk Language 

The Dynabook system [25], which was meant to be a general 

information processor, was designed by Alan Kay in 1969. The designing of 

the Dynabook system was done partly in the Flex language, which is 

primarily based on SIMULA 67 [26]. In Dynabook, Alan Kay introduced 
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concept of windows. The user interacts with these windows in the screen 

both through the keyboard and by touching the screen. To construct this 

system, he presented his idea on Dynabook to the Palo Alto Research Center 

(PARC in brief) at the Xerox. This led to the birth of Learning Research 

Group. led by Alan Kay, at P ARC. The first mission of the group was to 

design a new language to support Kay's idea. These efforts resulted in an 

"Interim Dynabook," consisting of the Xerox hardware and Smalltalk-72 

software. Their ideas for the new language came largely from the simulation 

language SIMULA 67, which contains class structuring features. This group 

developed several versions of their Smalltalk system. culminating in 

Smalltalk.-80. In 1981. Kay et al. edited a collection of articles on the 

Smalltalk-80 system in a special issue of Byte Magazine [ 17]. 

P ARC released a version known as Smalltalk -80 Version 1 in 1980. In 

1983, Version 2 was released with the addition of automatic spelling 

correction, a browser, inspectors, and support for multiple inheritance. 

Smalltalk!V. released by Digitalk in 1986, is an extension of Smalltalk-80 

Version 2. Smalltalk!V runs on both MS-DOS machines and the Macintosh. 

For 80286-based (or higher microprocessor) machines, Smalltalk/V 286, 

which runs in protected mode, was released by Digitalk in 1988. Smalltalk!V 

286 is not fully compatible with Smalltalk!V. since some Smalltalk!V 

applications that depend on object formats, such as operating-system 

interfaces and cloners, may require a modification [27]. 

Both the Smalltalk/V compiler and Smalltalk!V 286 compiler are 

subsystems of the original Smalltalk system developed by Digitalk, with most 
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of the Smalltalk's methods in the Compiler class are hidden from the user. 

Only the classes and methods that are required to invoke the compiler are 

accessible to the user. (Note that in Smalltalk-80, all the source codes 

including compiler's classes and methods are accessible to the end user.) 

SmalltalkfV 286 Environment 

The art of Smalltalk programming lies in understanding what the system 

can already do, and in finding the path of least resistance between its current 

state and the desired application [28]. 

Smalltalk is never "small." The variety of functionality provided in the 

Smalltalk system is one of its strongest features and, at the sante time, one of 

its serious drawbacks. Smalltalk. is not just a language, but also a complete 

environment. How does the user know what is in the Smalltalk system, and 

how does he find it? Although there are some tools to browse the Smalltalk 

environment, browsing is not easy. 

Smalltalk programming proceeds by small increments to its 

environment. The unit of compilation is the method (i.e., the code that 

describes a Smalltalk object's response to a message). When a method is 

compiled, the compiled code is added to a Smalltalk image. 

Users of the Smalltalk. user interface should ask several questions. What 

kind of classes are there in the system? What methods are available for each 

class? What are the implementors of a particular method? What are the 

senders of a method? 
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The current Smalltalk!V 286 system includes a class hierarchy browser 

to answer these questions. The browser serve two purposes. It delivers up

to-the-minute answers to these kind of questions, and it shows how Smalltalk 

can manage a user's interaction with a complex rapidly evolving Smalltalk 

system. The Smalltalk!V 286 environment also includes a debugger which 

can help in tracking down errors. However, the debugger is difficult to use. 

Also, the stand-alone application cannot be extracted from the current 

Smalltalk/V 286 system. This means all the source code written by the user 

must be imbedded into the system as a method: as a result, Smalltalk image 

file is getting bigger rapidly. 

Since Smalltalk's distributed nature (as mentioned in introduction) is too 

hard to be managed, and there is no easy-to-use user interlace that can handle 

the Smalltalk environment to satisfy the programmer's needs, a user intetface 

for the Smalltalk system intelligent enough to help the user write or read 

Smalltalk code with less pain is needed. 

See Appendix B for more information on the Smalltalk language. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROBLEMS WIDI THE CURRENT SMALL TALK 

ENVIRONMENT 

Wirls-Brock and Wilkerson [29] discuss some drawbacks of using 

Smalltalk-80. They are: 

( 1) The image paradigm. Since any application can access and modify 

any class or object in the entire system, all dependencies between 

an application and other features of the system are implicit. It 

therefore becomes very difficult to extract the application from the 

surrounding system. Also, every aspect of the system is open to 

inspection and modification. Changes made by an application for 

its own purposes can affect the operation of the entire system. 

(2) The confusion between the language and its environment. It 

becomes effectively impossible to build a new implementation 

optimized for a different purpose; for example, the delivery of 

stand-alone applications instead of a system for rapid prototyping. 

(3) The confusion between the language definition and its 

implementation. One of the main principles of object-oriented 

programming is separating the "what" of programming from the 

"how." (The "what" is taken to be the language specification, then 

"how" is taken to be the language implementation.) But Smalltalk.-

80 fails to make this distinction. One would like a clear distinction 

between what it means to send a message, and a particular 
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implementation of message-sending. Consider the example of 

definition of messages barks (Figure 4) and isNoisy (Figure 5) : 

barks 
"Have the receiver dog bark by displaying a bark message." 

barksAiot 
ifTrue: ( 

1 
iffalse: ( 

self answer: 'Bow Wow~ Bow Wow~ Bow Wow!' 

self answer: 'Woof!'. 
]. 

Figw-e 4. Message definition of barks. 

is Noisy 
"Change the status of the receiver dog to noisy." 

barksAiot := true. 

Figure 5. Message definition of isNoisy. 

Suppose there is a class DOG, and barksAlot is a instance variable 

(boolean), then Snoopy can be defined as an instance of the class 

DOG by 

Snoopy := Dog new. 

Evaluating the following two lines, the result will be "Snoopy 

barks 'Bow Wow, Bow Wow, Bow Wow!'". 

Snoopy isN oisy. 

Snoopy barks. 
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From the example above, message barks leads the programmer to 

be confused whenever the message is used, since the message 

itself does not explain how the message going to be implemented 

unless you know the message isNoisy. 

(4) The ability to learn the system. Smalltalk is notably difficult to 

learn, because of its large size and complexity. The language 

definition includes hundreds of classes and thousands of objects. 

(5) Its performance. The dynamic binding of a procedure names to a 

procedure body makes the Smalltalk environment too slow. 

Nielsen and Richards [30] express their views on Smalltalk as follows: 

(1) Due to the distributed nature of the language, the Smalltalk code to 

perform a function is rarely found in a single place. The 

inheritance mechanism compounds the difficulty of learning 

through code inspection since it is difficult to understand which 

method actually gets executed in response to a message, especially 

since the user often does not know the class of the receiver. To 

understand the workings of a code fragment, typically one must 

follow a long chain of message-passing and class-inheritance links 

to find where the real action takes place. 

(2) Smalltalk's syntax does not help a beginner to get oriented to the 

language, since everything looks the same. An extremely simple 

syntax is conceptually powerful, but it places a heavy burden on 

the reader to interpret the code. 

(3) The reuse of objects is not without costs. Because there are so 
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many objects in Smalltalk, it is sometimes hard to find the correct 

one. Reuse is harder in practice than in theory. 

The use of many different kinds of tool windows (such as debugger 

window, walkback window, class browser. etc.) makes for a steep learning 

curve in the Smalltalk environment. For example, the user has to learn how 

to open and close the debugger window and how to use the debugger, which 

is tedious and time consuming. From the user's point of view, many different 

tools leads to more confusion. 

Most of all, the current Smalltalk!V 286 programming environment lacks 

the user interface which manages the environment. In other words. the tools, 

except for the class browser, needed to browse the Smalltalk system are not 

found. For example, to browse the list of all global variables defined in the 

environment (they are stored in the system dictionary called Sma/Jta/1:), the 

programmer must type 'Smalltalk inspect.'. select the statement, and then run 

it. Besides that, to find out that Smalltalk is the name of the Smalltalk!V 286 

system dictionary and to know the message inspect, the user must read almost 

the entire Smalltalk. manual. Because there is no user interface which controls 

the programming environment, Smalltalk programming is often frustrating. 

Fischer [31] gives a summary of the user's viewpoint of the intelligent 

support system. 

( 1) Users do not know that tools exist. 

(2) Users do not know how to access tools. 

(3) Users do not know when to use tools. 

(4) Users do not understand the results that tools produces. 
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(5) Users cannot combine, adapt, and modify tools according to their 

needs. 

So, the tools must be visible or automated by the programming environment. 

Reps [ 32] tried to overcome this problem by automating programming 

tools. He creates a syntax-directed editor called the Cornell Program 

Synthesizer. Cornell Program Synthesizer is an interactive programming 

environment with integrated facilities to edit programs. Reps explains his 

rationale as follows: 

A programming environment assists the programmer with 
the task of developing a running program from either a formal or 
informal specification of its behavior. Most conventional 
programming environments deal with this problem by following 
the tool-kit paradigm; for each task that is part of program 
development, they provide a separate tool. (e.g., editor, compiler, 
debugger) 

The premise of my work is that programming environments 
can be significantly improved by replacing the conventional 
collection of independent, unrelated tools by a system in which 
the various-program development facilities cooperate effectively. 

The first step in the direction of providing better 
programming environments is to have language-based tools, that 
is, lools that use knowledge of a programming language's 
structure to provide special program development facilities. 

By making the Synthesizer syntax-directed, where program editing is 

guided by the syntactic structure of the programming language, the 

Synthesizer spares the programmer from tedious and frustrating syntactic 

details while editing the program and provides diagnostic facilities during 

execution. 
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Another major pitfall of the current Smalltalk!V 286 programnung 

environment is that the only way of browsing classes and methods in the 

Smalltalk environment is by using the class hierarchy browser. Since the 

class hierarchy browser can be viewed only class by class, whenever the 

programmer needs inf omtation on a cet1ain method, he must remember the 

class of the desired method. Remember that Smalltalk is never small. There 

are more than one hundred classes and one thousand methods in the 

Smalltalk system, and the number of classes and methods grow as more 

software is developed using this environment. Suppose the programmer 

wants to look up message 'new.· If he cannot remember the exact class the 

'new' method belongs to, it becomes extremely difficult to find 'new,' since 

he has to browse all the classes methods from the meta class Object until he 

hits the 'new' method accidentally. 

Also. the current Smalltalk/V 286 environment does not support stand

alone source coding. What if a programmer wrote a particular program, and 

he does not want to saving the code as a part of the environment? In other 

words, the programmer sometimes wants to save the source code alone 

without changing Smalltalk's image. The image is all of the Smalltalk objects, 

both code and data, that make up the Smalltalk environment. The image is 

read from the image file when the system starts up. In this way. the objects 

are loaded into main memory. These objects include the windows that appear 

on the screen. Since Smalltalk is an interactive and modifiable environment, 

the image is constantly being changed as a user uses and modifies Smalltalk. 
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These modifications arc not written on the disk until the user asks them to be 

written. 

There are several areas of research which are attempting to improve the 

Smalltalk environment. Below is a description of the research. Sridhar [33] 

has perfomted on the stand-alone Smalltalk-80 system. The Smalltalk-80 

programming environment, though powerful for prototyping applications, 

does not have any mechanism for constructing a stand-alone version of an 

application. A Smalltalk application typically is a set of new classes and 

methods added to the standard virtual image, though existing classes and 

methods may also be modified. In all cases, the application classes and 

methods are part of a single monolithic image. The image may contain many 

classes and methods never used by the application. Moreover, the source 

code of the application is readily available to the end user for inspection or 

modification. In this paper, the construction of an application delivery 

system, mechanisms for source code protection, and means for making stand

alone application robust will be discussed. 

Major difficulty in configuring a delivery system in Smalltalk-80 is that 

there is no systematic way to determine what classes and methods are not 

needed by a given application. A static analysis of the application classes at 

best yields an approximate set of classes not needed by the application. Also, 

there is no clean way to separate the de velopmeol eo viro.1101eot from the 

deliveJY eoviroomeol 

A possible requirement of a completely stand-alone Smalltalk 

application is that the end user should require no knowledge of Smalltalk at all 
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in order to use the application: only application-specific knowledge should be 

necessary. Also error messages should be application-specific rather than 

Smalltalk -specific. 

A key requirement of application delivery is the ability to selectively 

protect source code in a development image. The requirements of application 

deliverv are as follows : 

(1) Development System Invisibility: Some applications need to 

present a user interface which totally hides or lacks the Smalltalk.-

80 development environment. 

(2) Application Robustness: The end user should never encounter 

development style error conditions. Such conditions include 

errors which bring up the Smalltalk debugger. 

(3) Tamper-proofing: Some application developers wish to prevent 

end users from modifying the application or system code in order 

to prevent user induced bugs. 

(4) Proprietary Code Protection: Most application developers consider 

all or part of their source code to be highly proprietary and wish to 

make it invisible in order to prevent copying of either code or 

algorithms. 

(5) Subsystem Protection: Some developers wish to provide 

subsystems (a collection of class and/or methods which implement 

some well defined functionality) to Smalltalk programmers, while 

protecting the source code of that subsystem. 
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Smalltalk is well recognized as a productive programming environment 

for an individual programmer, but its lack of team support in currently a 

major obstacle in using Smalltalk for a large software project. To support 

multiuser Smalltalk programming, Thomas and Johnson [ 34] developed 

Orwell configuration management system for team programming. It provides 

both source and object code sharing as well as version control on a network 

of personal workstations. 

In the Orwell environment, programmers are organized into two groups 

that are referred as class programmers and appucatioo programmers. They 

assume roles of class producers and class consumers [35), respectively. 

Class programmers are responsible for the production of reusable 

components which are of general use to the organization. Application 

programmers seek to reuse as much code as possible from the existing class 

library. Their role is to configure existing classes, augmenting them where 

necessary for their specific application. To support the programmers, the 

Orwell environment provides a co.nhguratioo hrou·rser. an appucaboo 

hroJvser and a version browser. A configuration browser allows to the 

programming team manager to assign class ownership between the team 

members, and to designate releases of the application. An application 

browser lets the application programmers browse their application separately: 

it is similar to the traditional class hierarchy browser, but only shows the 

classes owned by the respective application. Any saved method edition or 

version can be recovered with a method version browser that presents 

methods in a chronological order. 
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Orwell is a configwing management tool for multiuser Smalltalk 

projects. It allows groups of Smalltalk programmers to develop code from a 

common class library. The system, as currently implemented, has negligible 

impact on the productive Smalltalk. programming environment. It provides 

additional facilities for inf onnation hiding and secutity which can be tailored 

to meet the needs of the development organization. 

Wirfs-Brock [29] developed Modular Smalltalk, a descendant of the 

Smalltalk -80 programming language. Modular Smalltalk is designed to 

support team programming. A principal goal of Modular Smalltalk is to 

maintain a clear distinction between the language specification, its 

implementation, and its development environment so that it can support teams 

of software engineers developing production application programs that can 

run independently of the environment in which they are developed. 
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CHAPTERN 

SOLUTIONS- TilE USER INfERFACE FOR SMALLTALKN 286 

PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT 

Subschema 

Potosnak [ 36] researched the area of the human factors of programming. 

A common finding of human factors research on software is that about 

1 0 percent of the functions account for almost 90 percent of the product's use. 

If the programmers can get by with 10 percent of the functionality, what about 

other 90 percent? Some of the functions may be important, but are only used 

infrequently. Usually, these functions make up a small percentage of the total 

number of functions. Some functions might be redundant. Different users use 

different subsets of functions. However, only a few of the 10 percent of the 

most-used functions vary among most users. Also, some functions may be 

too hard to use or too difficult to learn how to use, so the programmer simply 

avoids them. Some functions are simply not needed for most applications. 

This percentage accounts for most of the 90 percent. Also, as a program 

evolves, new functionality is added, but seldom is functionality taken away. 

These analysis is also true for Smalltalk. Having Smalltalk language 

embedded in the environment is a powerful tool, since it makes reuse of 

codes easy. But it is also a serious drawback, since the Smalltalk system 

within the environment is growing rapidly as classes and methods are added. 

As a result, it is not easy to handle such a complex system. This is why 

subscheming, or producing a subset of the schema, is needed. Even though 
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many of the methods are not used in a certain application program, in 

Smalltalk!V 286 the programmer has to deal with the huge class libraries. So. 

if the programmer can extract the subschema which is directly related to his 

application program, it is much easier to maintain his program. In this 

research, a subschema contains the methods used in the application program. 

By creating subschema. the programmer can virtually prune the huge 

Smalltalk system into a smaller set of schema, so that the readability and 

writability of the program is enhanced. 

Overview of the User Interface 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the current Smalltalk!V 286 

programming environment lacks the well-defined user interface which 

controls the environment, even though Smalltalk environment has a large 

amount of data in it. As a result, the programming in Smalltalk often makes 

the programmer confused and frustrated. 

To solve such a problem, the thesis research produced a easy-to-use 

interface for controlling the Smalltalk!V 286 environment. As seen in Figure 6, 

the user interface consists of menus and buttons, which are not hidden (as 

was {:fiscussed in the previous chapter): so that the programmer easily knows 

what kind of help he is going to get. For example, the change.log file contains 

history of all the modifications made to the Smalltalk system. Naturally, the 

file is going to get big very rapidly. As a result, at a certain point the file may 

become too big to be handled by the Smalltalk system due to a lack of 

memory. So, the programmer should compress this file as needed. To 
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compress the change.log file, the user could type 'Smalltalk 

compressChanges'. and select and execute it. But what if the programmer 

does not know the message 'compressChanges '? What if the user does not 

know 'Smalltalk.' is the name of the system dictionary? When the system 

crashes due to a lack of memory, the user probably does not know why, nor 

what to do now. By displaying the menu bar and buttons, the user knows 

what utilities are at his disposal and what to do with it. 

Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 
menu bar 

for editing 
window 

File Edit Compile 

9 Browse Disk 

I Schema I 
I SubSchema I 

editing 
window 

system 
utility menu 

button 

I Class Info I..__._ 
I Method Info I 

look up 
buttons 

I Object Info I 
I Dictionary I 

Figure 6. The user interface for Smalltalk/V 286 system. 

The user interface is basicalJy composed of four parts: the editing 

window, a menu bar for the editing window, the system utility menu buttons 

and the look up buttons. The editing window is the text pane where 
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programmer can write Smalltalk code. The menu bar for the editing window 

includes menus to handle the code in the editing window such as copy. cut. 

save, compile, etc. The system utility menu button activates system related 

tools such as opening disk browser, showing memory available, compressing 

the change.log file or source.sml file, and opening change-log browser. 

l'inally. and most importantly. the look up buttons open the class 

browser, method browser or dictionary browser, to help the programmer 

program in Smalltalk. Those look up buttons let the programmer browse the 

schema in several different ways. For example, the top-down schema 

browser displays a typical class hierarchy browser, which browses the 

schema class by class, and the bottom-up schema browser lets the 

programmer view the schema method by method. Or. if the programmer 

knows the name of the class or method, he can just type it in order to browse 

information on the class or the method, rather than traversing the entire class 

hierarchy browser. To see how to use this user interface, refer to the User's 

1\tlanual in Appendix A. 

As seen in Figure 7, these eight browsers, which can be activated by 

pushing one of look up buttons on the user interface, display the schema from 

different angles. In other words, these eight browsers are all basically of the 

same nature, but let the programmer browse the schema in different ways. 

The subschema browser is a little different from the other browsers in 

Figure 7, since it is related to the source code in the editing window. The 

subschema browser displays only methods (and their classes) that are used in 

the current program written by the user, and methods with the same name as 
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Single Class 
Browser 

lmplementors Top-down Schema 
Browser 

~ I Browser 

Single Method 
Browser 

Senders Schema Bottom-up Schema 
1-

,__ 
Browser Browser 

v \ 
\ 

' 

Global Variable \\ Subschema 
Browser Browser 

Dictionary 
Browser 

Figure 7. The browsers in the new system. 

those used in the program. The reason why those different methods with the 

same name are copied is because of inheritance. Suppose class Al inherits 

method M of class AO, and Al is subclass of AO. Then 'Al M' is a legal 

statement, and the subschema of the statement 'Al M' is not 'M << Al '. 

since Al does not have method M. So, it must be 'M << AO'. Therefore, all 

the methods named M should be copied by subschema. The other reason is 

that by providing methods with same name, it is easily seen if the method is 

inherited or not: also, it is easily seen what kind of objects can be the 

receivers of the method. However, a subschema does not exist physically: it 
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exists only logically to avoid redundancy. Since the subschema is maintained 

separately from the schema, a programmer can know more clearly what 

classes or messages are being used so far and what are their purposes. 

As mentioned earlier. the user interface lets the programmer browse the 

schema from the bottom (method by method). In the current Smalltalk!V 

environment. it is very hard to find a message that the programmer wants to 

see, since the class tree must always be accessed from the root. For example, 

if the programmer wants to find the message 'new·, he must know for what 

class the message new is. But there are several 'new' messages in the system, 

so how can he memorize the entire class tree, and which message is in which 

class? This is why the schema should be accessed from the bottom (i.e., from 

the methods). Harandi and Ning [37] express their view on understanding a 

person's program. They classify program into four broad categories: 

implementation-level, structure-level, function-level, domain-level. Domain

level abstraction (e.g., program concept) is the most abstracted form of a 

program. while implementation-level abstraction (e.g., language syntax and 

semantics) is the least abstracted. Harandi and N ing assert that programmers 

understand a program not from domain-level abstraction, but from 

implementation-level abstraction (see Figure 8). This is why the schema 

should be traversed from the bottom. 

In a paper by Danforth and Tomlinson [38], a strongly typed Smalltalk 

is discussed. They use a type information prefix to define messages to make 

Smalltalk strong-typed and to make type checking easier. See an example 

below in Figure 9: the { } symbol delimits a type information prefix. 
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Domain-level 
Abstraction 

Function-level 
Abstraction 

Structure-level 
Abstraction 

Implementation-level 
Abstraction 

Program 
Understanding 

Figure 8. Abstraction level of programming understanding. 

{ 

} 

arguments: aMagnitude <Magnitude Type> 
returnType: <Magnitude Type> 

max: atvtagnitude 

"'self < atvtagnitude 
ifTrue: ( aMagnitude] 
iffalse: [ self). 

Figure 9. Defining a method with type information prefix. 

In the improved user intetface developed for this thesis, which took into 

consideration Nielson and Richards' [30] complaint that users often do not 

know the class (type) of an object, the receiver, argument and return types are 

added to the method defining template as in Figure 10: 
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Inc. 

method 

.. <comment here.> 
Receiver Type: <receiver type here.> 
Argument Type: <argl > :<argumentl type here.>; 
Return Type: <return type here.> .. 

I temporaries I 

statements. 

Figure 10. Template for defining method. 

The user interlace was implemented in Smalltalk/V 286 from Digitalk, 

The User Interlace Browsers 

Below is a summary of the user interlace browsers. First of all, in the 

new user interface, all the helping tools to open the browsers are visible to the 

programmer. In other words, the programmer knows what kinds of helps 

are available by looking at the user interface window, since all the buttons are 

shown on the user interlace (see Figure 6). As mentioned in the introduction, 

the schema can be viewed in many ways. 

The top-down schema browser lets the programmer browse the schema 

class by class (see Figure 11). This browser is the same as the class hierarchy 

browser provided in the current Smalltalk!V environment. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~::: ~ ~ ~: t~:P: :ntj~: st:b~m~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1z1F11JTI 
~-·································································································~~-~ ··················································································································· ... 

Behavior .•. black 
BitBit bounce 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CharacterScanner : :~t~terTexi:f.J~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::: · · 

~ ~ ~ ; ~ ; p~ ~: : : : : : : : : : :::: : : ..... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:; ; ; ; ; : : : : : : : : : : : : ; : change N l b: 
Animation 
Commander 

defaultNib: 
direction 

centerlext: aString font: aFont 

•write String whose center is at the destination origin using aFont. .. 

CharacterScanner new initialize: self clipRect font: a Font 
setForeColor: halftone backColor: halftone class w 

display: aString at: self location -
(aFont width .,. a String size @ a Font height //2 

Figure 11. The top-down schema browser. 

The bottom-up schema lets the programmer browse the schema method 

by method. With this browser, the programmer can compare similar methods 

and easily find the appropriate method (see Figure 12). 

~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::a··: :y:.;.:::: ':i: ::s· ·: :ti·:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: lzi'D':m 
~~~~~~~~~:~~:~~~=~:::~ ~~~:~~ ~~~~~~ ~:: ~ ~ ~:: ~~m~~~:: f:::~m~==; ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~ 
key > > Association 
~y:~ >>: AS~ii.:;2;~hiil~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~::: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~:: ~:: ~: ~:::: ~ ~ ~:::: ~:: ~ ~ 
keyAtValue: > > Dictionary 
lceyAtValue:ifAbsent: > > Dictionary 
KeyAtValue:ifAbsent: > > ldentityDictionary 
KeyBindings > > YesNoCanceiDialog 

key: anObject 

•-set the key of the receiver to be anObject. Answer the receiver ... 

key := anObject. 

Figure 12. The boUom-up schema browser. 
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The implementors browser (Figure 13) lets the programmer browse the 

definitions of all methods with the same name. 

fSJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~! !! ~! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~! j ~!!! !~! ~ ~:!!: ~MP:~F:MF:~~~~~! ~~ ~~P:~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!::! ~:: ~CJE~J 
Object > > at: put: 
Bag > > at: put: 
Interval > > at: put: 

~ ~~-" g : >.) : ~l~ p i.it: : : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : : ~ ~ : : : : ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : 
Symbol > > at: put: 
OrderedCollection > > at: put: 

at: anlnteger put: aCharacter 
"Answer a character at index position anlnteger." 
<primitive: 64> 
self checklndex: anlnteger. 
self checkCharacter: aCharacter. 
·self primitivefailed. 

Figure 13. The implementors browser. 

The senders (Figure 14) browser lets the programmer use the caller 

method of the a particular method. 

·······························································································~ltl-~ ········································s···· .. ········r···~·····~··························· z D · :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ~~~~~~= ~-: ~~P.~~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ...................................................................................................................... 

Grid > > atRow:put: 
MethodOictionary > > at: put: 
KeyBindingsDictiona_ry > > at:.I!_ut: 

at: aSymbol put: anObject 
"Answer anObject. Enter anObject at key aSymbol in the receiver. 
Ensure that aSymbol is a symbol." 

Symbol mustBeSymbol: aSymbol. 
I"'"··········· r ·s · · · · ·b · ·1· · · · ·•• · · · · ·o1f· · cr · · ~ : ~~P.~~ :~ .~: .. Y~ .. ~. :P~. ~ :~~ .... J~ .. -~=== 

Figure 14. The senders browser. 
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A single class browser lets the programmer browse view a single class 

information with its variables (see Figure 15). 

a Pen class 
- Instance Variables 

Super class: BitBit destform 
halftone 

- Method type - r- List of Methods - sourceX 
e instance black sourceY 
0 class bounce: 

center T ext:font: - class Variables 
changeNib: RecursionError I . . :: V~ti~tiie~:: defaultNib: Dependents :. : .. : .. : : :<I 

RecursionSet 
black DoubleCenter 

11Change the pen color to black ... 

self mask: Form black. 
I 

Figure 15. The single class browser. 

The programmer can inspecting a global variable in the Smalltalk system 

(Figure 16 ). 

........................................ 1 .................. , .. ,. ... 1 ............................ z fSI 

.............................................................................................. g)[CJ~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ~~P.~~~~~g~: ~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . .............................................................................................................................. 

~ ~ ~~~~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : Array 
super class 
dictionary 
structure 
name 
subclasses 

Figure 16. Inspecting a global variable. 
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The programmer can also browse entire list of the global variables 

(Figure 17). 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \\ \~ ~ !~ ~! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ll ~ ll ~ ~ \ ~~~~~~~~*~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \! \ ~!! ~!!! !OO.!CE.!l 
AboutBox Array 
AlertDialog 
AlphabetButtons 
Ai:Yl:::::::;::.: ... : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Array 
Aspect 
Association 
Backoround 

Figure 17. Inspecting list of all the global variables in the system. 

Figure 18 is the subschema of the source code shown in Figure 19. 

rsJl~l~)~~~~l~!!j~!!!!)!!j!!~!!!!!!!!!!!j!~~!!!!~~~~~~~~m~~!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!j~tJ-gt 
at: put: > > Object 

~ iit; P. ~=: ~ ~: ~~~ ~ : ~ : ~ ~ : ; ; ; ; ; ~ ; ~ ; ; ~ ~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ; ~ ~ ; ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ 
at: put: > > Interval 
at: put: > > String 
at: put: > > OrderedCollection 
factorial > > Integer 
new: > > Behavior 
size > > Object 
size>> Bag 
size > > lndexedCollection 
to:do: > > Number 

at: anlnteger put: anObject 
11R.eturn error message .. since Bags are not indexable ... 

seH errorNotlndexable. 

Figure 18. The subschema browser. 
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Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

File Edit Compile 

I aryl I 
aryl := Array new: 1 0. 
1 to: (aryl size) do:· 
( :n I 

aryl at: n put: [ n factorial). 
). 
·aryl. 

~--------.e 

IY Browse Disk 

I Schema I 
I SubSchema I 

I Class Info I 
I Method Info I 

I Object Info I 
I Dictionary I 

Figure 19. A sample Smalltalk. program written in the editing window. 
Subschema of the program is in Figure 18. 

Also, the programmer can save the Smalltalk program, written in the 

editing window as Figure 19, without saving the program as a method into the 

Smalltalk image. This stand-alone program can be loaded again and executed 

later. This way the programmer can keep his programs as a single program 

file without changing the Smalltalk image. 

Finally, as one of the system utilities, the change-log browser was added 

to the user interlace. The change-log browser is shown in Figure 20. The 

change-log browser lets the programmer open and browse the change.log file 

which contains the history of all the changes made to the Smalltalk image. 

This is the only browser that does not browse the schema. 
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Change-Log Browser 

File size is greater than 1 0000 bytes. 
first 2000 bytes are ... 
.. ~ saved image on: Nov 2 .. 1990 04:20:25 ~ .. 
!LeeUIF methods! 
getSubschema 

I str trimmedStr arrayOfToken methods numberOfTolc 
sortedTemp sortedMethods no k setOfMethods 1mb 
temp2 temStr z checkl check2 lastChar firstChar I 

methods := OrderedCollection new: 200. 
setOfMethods := Set new: 200. 
sortedMethods := SortedCollection new: 200. 

~--s-tr_:_=_c_o_de_E_d_i_tB_o_x __ st_ri_n_g_. ________________ ~_ B 

Figure 20. The change-log browser. 

Search I 

The user interface was implemented in Smalltalk!V 286 version 1.1 from 

Digitalk, Inc. The user interface runs on IBM AT or compatible machine with 

80286 or higher CPU. The machine must have at least 2.5 megabytes of main 

memory. (See Appendix A, section B.l for more information on the system 

requirements.) 
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CHAPfERV 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Conclusions 

The most important contribution of Smalltall is its distinctive view of 

programming. The essence of Smalltalk's view of programming is that 

programming is a simulation. Smalltalk incorporates into the language the 

idea that programs model, in sometimes very abstract form, aspects of the real 

world. Since the real world is full of objects, Smalltalk provides an object

oriented method of programming through the use of objects, classes and 

messages, and supports interaction between the objects by sending messages. 

These programming objects have properties like real-world objects. 

However, the problem is there are too many objects and methods in the 

Smalltalk system as there are so many objects in the real world. As a result, 

the huge class hierarchy system often makes programmers confused and is 

time-consuming. This seriously deteriorates readability and writability of the 

Smalltalk code. Also, the current Smalltalk/V 286 system lacks the user 

interlace that controls its environment. It has a debugger in it, but it is hard to 

learn. Therefore, the browsing ability in Smalltalk/V 286 is not very 

powerlul. 

To take advantage of powerlul object-oriented programming features 

such as encapsulation, inheritance. polymorphism, reusability of the existing 

code, a more helpful user interlace is needed. In this research, an improved 

user interlace for the Smalltalk!V 286 system environment has been 
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developed. This user interface provides several schema browsers, system 

utilities and editing window for generating stand-alone programs. The 

schema browsers includes a subschema browser, a top-down schema 

browser, a bottom-up schema browser, a senders browser (method browser), 

an implementors browser (method browser), a single class browser, a single 

global variable browser and a dictionarv browser 

These browsers are not different in their basic nature, they let the 

programmer browse the schema from the different angles. The improved user 

interface allows the Smalltalk programmers enhanced the readability and 

writability for their application programs. Also, subscheming prunes the 

schema to greatly reduce the amount of data that the programmer deals with, 

so that any confusion in using objects and messages will be significantly 

reduced. Finally, the programmer can write stand-alone code in the editing 

window of the user interface, so it does not have to be embedded into the 

Smalltalk system as a method. 

Sy~gestions for Fytw·e Work 

Although the improved user interface developed in this research has 

solllf useful features, it still needs more enhancement. 

First, the automated method defining module is suggested to be added. 

The automated method defining model should provide a method defining 

template which prompts the user for a receiver type, argument type, return 

type and code of the method. Then, the type information and the code should 

be automatically embedded into the Smalltalk system. In this way, reusability 
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of the Smalltalk system would be greatly enhanced, smce all the type 

information can be obtained by browsing the definitions of methods. 

Also, the several different subschemas can be produced by providing 

class management system which can extract certain classes to a subschema. 

For example, a subschema can be a collection of the classes, which are related 

to mathematical functions. The Smalltalk users. then. can easilv view the all 
.I 

the classes which include mathematical methods, so that the users easily know 

what kind of mathematical methods are available, and what should be added 

to the system for their applications. 

Finally, the change-log browser can be improved further. The change

log browser should allow the users to keep track of the history of 

modification made to a particular method or class. An essential characteristic 

of any community is its history. The history of software community would 

be the experiences gained in the design. development, use and maintenance of 

software for a particular application domain [38]. So, the change-log browser 

should make it easier to find information concerning prior projects that may 

be relevant to ne\\1· projects. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

This is the users manual of the improved user interface for the 

Smalltalk!V 286 programming environment. This new user interface provides 

a more helpful and easy-to-use environment for the Smalltalk/V 286 

programmer. With this user interface, the programmer can lookup the 

Smalltalk entities (such as classes, methods or global objects) more easily, 

and write and compile stand-alone program. In this manual, the word ' tlJe 

user ioteJface' refers to the new, improved user interface for the Smalltalk!V 

286 system. 
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B. OVERVIEW OF TIIE USER INTERFACE 

B.l. System Requirements 

The user interlace runs on an IBM AT or compatible machine with a 

80286 or higher CPU, hard disk, and EGA or VGA graphics monitor and 

card. At least 2.5 megabytes of main memory and a mouse arc required. 

B.2. The user interface And Smalltalk/V system 

Since the user interlace is embedded in the Smalltalk!V system, the user 

must first open the Smalltalk/V programming environment before using the 

user interface. 

B.3. Basic Structure of the User Interface 

The user interlace window has fallowing four primary units : 

( 1) Editing window 

(2) Menubar for the editing window 

(3) Look Up Buttons 

( 4) System utility menu button 

These units are shown in Figure 1. 
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window closing button =fltle bar 

Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

File Edit Compile 

windo,w 
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minimizing 
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menu bar 
for editing 
window 
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button 
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vertical 
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I Dictionary I horizontal 
L..=:=========--l.l scroll bar 

Figure 1. The basic structure of the user interface window. 

Each of these units is explained in foil owing sections. 

B.3.1. Editing W~dow 

This window is for writing and editing Smalltalk source code. 

B.3.2. Menubar For the Editing Window 

The menubar contains menus that edit and compile source code in 

the editing window. The menubar consists of three primary menus: 

Fil~ Edit and Compile 

The File menu has four submenus: New, Open, SaJt-e and SaJt-e 

As NeJf" clears the contents in editing window; Open prompts for a 

file name and reads that file into the editing window; SaJt-e saves the 
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modified contents of a file; Sarl' As prompts for a file name and saves 

contents of the editing window under that name. 

The Edit menu has four submenus: Cut. CoP.,_r; Paste and Select 

AD. Cut cuts out selected block of code into a temporary buffer; Copy· 

transfers a selected block of code into the same temporary buffer; Paste 

copies the contents of the temporary buffer to the editing window; 

Select AD selects all contents in the editing window. 

The Coo.~pile menu has two submenus: Compile AD and Compile 

Selected C o.mpilc AH compiles all the code in the editing window; 

Compile Selected compiles a selected block of code. 

B.3.3. Look Up Buttons 

These buttons provide class information, method information, and 

global variable information for the programmer in order to enhance the 

readability and writability of the Smalltalk code. There are six buttons 

for this purpose: Scoema. Subscoema. Class Info. 1f,fet1Jod Info. Object 

and Oictiootu"l': 

The Scoema button is for browsing classes and methods in the 

Smalltalk environment. It has two subbuttons: Top-down Scoemaand 

Bot/om-up SclJema. Top-down schema is the ordinary class hierarchy 

browser, it lets the programmer browse the Smalltalk system class by 

class. The bottom-up schema lets the programmer browse the Smalltalk 

system method by method. 

The Subscoema button is used to open a method browser 

window, which contains only methods that are used in the source code 
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in the editing window and methods with same name as the methods 

used in the source code. So. the subschema therefore gives the 

programmer a clear idea about what methods and classes he is dealing 

with. 

The Class .Info button is used to obtain detailed information about 

a particular class. The user is firsl prompted for the name of a class: 

information on that class is then displayed. 

The Melilod Info button is used to obtain information about a 

single method. (Refer to the above description.) 

The Object Info button is used to get information on the single 

global object. 

The Oictiooar}'r button is used to display all the global objects in 

the Smalltalk. system. 

B.3.4. System Utility Function Menu 

These buttons are to run system-related special utilities. There are 

five menus to choose from: Browse OisJ:, Snow Memo.ry; Bro·wse 

Cnaoges, Compress Cnaoges and Compress Sources. 

Browse Oisl opens a disk browser to view the directories and 

files on the hard disk. 

Snow Memo.r:_v shows how much memory is currently unused. 

Bro·wse ClJaoges allows the user to browse change.log file which 

contains the history of changes made to the Smalltalk system. 

Compress ClJaoges is used to reduce main memory usage. 

Comp..ress Sources reduces hard disk usage. 
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Since the Smalltalk image and change.log files increase in size with 

continued use, checking the amounl of memory available and 

compressing related files, are critical in preventing a system crash. 
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C. HOW TO USE TIIE USER INTERFACE 

C.l. How to Open the Interlace 

Since the user interlace is embedded in Smalltalk!V 286 system, a user 

must open the Smalltalk!V 286 programming environment as follows: 

c:> v 

If the image has an icon named SmaH/a/J;/V p1vgrammiog envirolJOJen( 

which is the new environment , just click the mouse on it. Then the user 

interlace window will be opened (see Figure 2). If the image does not have 

the icon, type 'LeeUIF open.' in the transcript window, click right button 

inside of the window to pop up the pane menu, and select Soow D with the 

mouse. Then the user interlace window will be opened (see Figure 3). 

I the user interface window icon transcript window 

:.:::.:::.;<.:::. Smalhalk/V Programming Environment 
:-: :-: :-: :<.j 

~:::::::::;::::·:=:::::1~~ ------r:::::::::::::siiiimfilmr:l" ..................... . 
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::::::~~~~~~~~~HT~ H: : 

Figure 2. Opening the user interface by clicking the mouse 
on the user interface window icon. 
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pane menu - transcript window 

t:::::.:::_:.::::-:::_:. :sm~ittidkN·lrariscdpt:.:.:.:.:.:::-:::.:: 

[::ueuir::if ·en:~:l ................ P. .... : I 

:·::sbnw:lt · ·: 
................ : ..... 

~ 

Figure 3. Opening the user interface by Show It. 

C.2. How to Use Editing Window 

A user can type any ASCII character in the editing window. Any part of 

the code can be selected by pressing left button of the mouse. See section 

C.3.3 to see how to edit code in the editing window. 

C.3. How to Use Menubar for the Editing Window 

Menubar contains menus which let the user edit and compile the source 

code written in the editing window (see Figure 4). 
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Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

File Edit Compile 

New Cut Compile All 
Compile Selected Open Copy 

Save Paste 
Save As ...._ __ ....... SelectAII 

Figlll"e 4. Menubar and submenus. 

C.3.1. How to Load a File 

To load a file which contains Smalltalk source code, first select 

File in the menubar and submenu Opeo by pressing the left button of 

the mouse. A prompt window will then prompt for the name of the file 

to be loaded. The user then types the name of the file to be loaded in the 

prompt window and hit the return k.ey. The requested file is then loaded 

into the editing window of the user interface (see Figure 5). 

Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

Edit Compile 

Enter file name: 

:f•"le· · :n· ·a· ·m· · ·e· ·:fie· ·r· ·e·: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
I" ............................................... , 
. . . ························ ................................................ 

OK ~I Cancel 

Figure 5. Loading a file. 
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C.3.2. How to Save a File 

To save SmaHtalk source code in the editing window to a file, first 

select File in the menubar and submenu Save As by pressing the left 

button of the mouse. A prompt window will then appear and ask for the 

name of the file to be saved. The name of the file should be typed in the 

prompt window f oHowed by the return key: then the source code in the 

editing window will then be saved in the file. If the user selects Save 

instead of Save A.s the contents in the editing window will be saved to 

the file currently opened (see Figure 6). 

New 
Open 
Save 

Smalltalk'N Programming Environment 

Edit Compile 

:s~ve:A$:·.-.J · L-------------, 
Enter file name: 

~~~~ ¢ ~ ~ ~m ¢ ~ ~ ¢r~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ < r · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·1 

Cancel 

Figure 6. Saving a file. 

C.3.3. How to Clear Editing Window 

To clear the editing window, first select File in the menubar and 

the submenu NeJJ' by pressing the left button of the mouse. 

C.3.4. How to Edit Code 

The user can cut, copy and paste any part of the source code 
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written in editing window. Before cutting or copying, the user should 

select any part of the source code by pressing the left button of the 

mouse and dragging the mouse to the end of the desired text. After the 

selection is made, press Edti in the menu bar for the editing window and 

select cut to cut out the selected part and copy it to the temporary 

buffer, or select cop_,v to copy the selected part to the temporary buffer. 

Figure 7 illustrates how to cut out the selected text in the editing 

window. 

Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

:cur::::::::::=:::::: 
Copy 
Past 

............................ :'"'"": ::::::::::::::::::::: .......................... 

lw Browse Disk J 

I Schema I 
I SubSchema I 

I Class Info I 
I Method Info I 
I Object Info I 
I Dictionary l 

Figure 7. Cutting selected text in the editing window. 

The submenu Paste within Edit lets the user paste contents in the 
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temporary buffer at the current cursor position. First, a part of the 

source code in the editing window is cut or copied, and the cursor is 

then moved to the position where the selected part should be located. 

Finally, the user should select Emi and choose the Paste option. 

The submenu Select AU of Edit lets the user select the entire 

contents of the editing window by simply pressing the menu rather than 

dragging the mouse. To do this, press Edit and select Select AU. 

C.3.5. How to Compile Code in the Editing Window 

The user can compile a Smalltalk. program in the editing window 

by selecting Compile from the menubar. The user can compile part or 

all of the Smalltalk.IV code in the editing window. To compile just part 

of the code, first select the desired part of the code in the editing 

window by using the mouse, then select Compile menu from the menu 

bar and Compile Selected submenu. To compile the entire code in the 

editing window, select the Compile menu from the menu bar and the 

Compile AD submenu (see Figure 8). After compilation. the Smalltalk 

system opens a new window, which contains the evaluated result of the 

source code (see Figure 9). If there is an error in the source code, either 

the transcript window or the walkback window will be opened. If an 

undeclared object is found in the source code, the Smalltalk.IV transcript 

window reports the error. If there is an undefined method, the 

walkback window will be opened. The walkback window shows the 

method called at the time error is evoked. 
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Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

File 

___ ___.Compile Selected 

I aryl I 
aryl := Array new: 1 0. 
1 to: (ary size) do: 
( :n I 

aryl at: n put: ( n factorial). 
). 
·aryl. 

I• Browse Disk 

I Schema I 
I SubSchema I 

I Class Info I 
I Method Info I 
I Object Info I 
I Dictionary I 

Figure 8. Compiling entire code in the editing window. 

Resuh: 

[ 1 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320 362880 3628800 ) 

Figure 9. Result window 

CA. How to Use Look Up Buttons 

C.4.1. How to Look Up Classes 

A user can browse a class either by opening a class hierarchy 

browser or by giving the name of the class that he wants to see. By 
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opening the class hierarchy browser, the user can view the entire class 

structure in the Smalltalk system. However. information for a single 

class can be viewed by giving its name. 

To view the entire class hierarchy, the user should first push the 

sclJema bulloo using the mouse, which will cause the sclJema selection 

hulloos window to appear. The user should then push the top-down 

sclJema hulloo. See Figure 10. 

______ ....... __._ ___ r ::$~~~m~::::: 1 

l::::::t~~ori~~:S~b~m~::::::l I ~ubSchemal _: : : : : : : . : .. r: : ......... : ............. : :~:- . -

I Bottom-Up Schema I I Class Info I 
I Method Info J 

I Object Info ·f 

I I 
I Dictionary I 

Figure 10. Browsing top-down schema. 

To view a single class, the class info hulloo should be pressed. 

Then, the prompt window will appear to ask for the class name. The 

user then should type class name desired. The window containing all 

the information about that class will then be displayed (see Figure 11 ). 
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I Schema 

Enter Name of Class: ~ubSchema 

I 
......................................... . 
:n.:.·····································l ···················· -: ~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::- :q~~~ :1~·~::: 

r.:.: Of(::,:~ I Cancel I Method Info 

Object Info 

I I 
I Dictionary 

Figure 11. Browsing class Pen. 

C.4.2. How to Look Up Methods 

An user can browse a method either by opening bottom-up schema 

or by giving a name of the method that he wants to see. By opening the 

bottom-up schema, the user can view all the methods in the Smalltalk 

system. However, information for a single method can be viewed by 

giving its name. 

To view the entire list of methods, first, the user should push the 

schema button so that the top-down sc!Jema hollom-up schen1a choice 

u-iodow will be shown. The user should then push the bottom-up 

schema button. Then. the alphabet buttons window will be displayed. 

The user should then select any letter of alphabet from the window, so 

that all method starting with that letter may be displayed (see Figure 12). 
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r:: s~ii~rii~::::: .. . .... 
···················· 

I Top-Down Schema I SubSchema 

1~ ~ ~:: :stiutim~~P. ~s~~ffi~ ~: ~: ~] Class Info ····················· ....... ············· 
~ 

Select one: 
~ Method Info 

0 ~ [£) 111 ~ [!] [i) ffi] [i] I I 
[] [!) [!] ~ El [2J [2] [iJ U\ 

Object Info 

I Dictionary I 
[!) III [ill @ ~ ~ @ ~ l:l 

Figure 12. Browsing bottom-up schema. 

To view any single method, push the metlJod info button The 

prompt window will then ask. for the method name: the user should type 

the desired method name. As soon as the name of the desired method is 

entered, the implementor-sender cooice »indow will appear. The user 

should push either the implementor button to view the definition of the 

method, or the sender button to view all the caller methods of the 

method given by the user. If the user pushes the implementor button, a 

method browser which contains all the methods that have same name as 

the method provided by the user will appear. If the user selects the 

sender button instead. a window which contains all the methods that 

send the given method will be displayed (see Figure 13). 
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Schema 

I SubSchema I 
Enter name of method: Class Info I 

..... .. ...... ................................ · ....... r:_:_:l:: :r:y~~ :tti~thtid :~~ttie :hettl:: 1 
~~~~~:~~~~:I 

• : !iil:~~n::~~~ 1\ : '1---_1:_: [ :_: :_9._14.,..[' [ :_l.,..,l_c_•_n_ 'cc_l_l_J-~-~-=-i~-n_:rv_fo__.~ 
Figure 13. Browsing implementors of a certain method. 

C.4.3. How to Look Up Global Objects 

An user can view a global object either by opening the SmaUta/J; 

S}'Siem dichooa.ry· or by giving a name of the object to be browsed. 

By opening the Smalltalk. system dictionary, the user can view the 

list of all global variables defined in the Smalltalk system, by 

subsequently pushing the Dictionary· hullon. 

To view a single global object, push the Object Info bullon. A 

prompt window will then ask for the name of the global object; the user 

· then types the name of the global object to be viewed. A window 

displaying information about the object will be then displayed (see 

Figure 14). 
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Aryl := Array new: 1 0. 

Enter Name of Object: 

I: :.A&1::::: : :::::: • :: •:::: . •::::::: I 
-::::: .. ::::: ::: :: :: : :. ::: :: : :: . ::::: ::-

L<~~<~J f Cancel I 

I I 

I Schema I 
~ubSchemal 

Class Info I 
Method Info I 

1 :otth~rit:tid~:J 

I Dictionary I 

Figure 14. Browsing a single global object. 

C.5. How to Use System Utility Function Menu 

Figure 15 illustrates the system utility menu button and its popped up 

submenus. 

Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

File Edit Compile 

::··:Browse: Disk::: ......................... 
Browse Disk 
Show Memory 
Browse Changes 
Compress Changes 
Compress Sources 

Figure 15. System utility menu and its sub menus. 
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C.S.l. How to Browse Directories and Files in Hard Disk 

To browse directories and files. push the s_,vstem utiJJ(v menu 

button. select Browse Ois1.- submenu. The disk browser window, 

which shows all directories and files, will then be opened. 

C.5.2. How to View the Size of Main Memory Unused 

To see how much of the main memory is available, push the 

system utility menu button: and then select Afemor;-" unused A notice 

window that shows the size of the main memory currently available will 

be opened (see Figure 16). 

1124352 Bytes Unused 

Figure 16. !'iotice window showing memory available. 

C.5.3. How to Browse Changes 

In Smalltalk/V 286, the history of any source code modification 

made by the user is recorded in the file called ClJange.Jog. To browse 

this file, push the system utility menu button. The submenu of the 

system utility menu will then pop up; select BroJ-vse ClJanges. The 

clJaoge-Jog browser will then be opened. Push the search button on the 

change-log browser, a prompt window will then appear to ask for a 
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keyword. Type any keyword such as a method or class name, then, the 

change-log browser displays the part of the Change.log file that includes 

the keyword (see Figure 17). 

Smalltalk/V Programming Environment 

File Edit Compile 

Change-log Browser 

File size is greater than 1 0000 bytes. 
first 2000 bytes are ... 

: : · · :Brows c: Disk::: .Y ....................... . 
Browse Disk 
Show Memory 

:: BtUW:$e: Chang~&.:::::: 
Com ress Chan es 

.. ~ saved image on: Nov 2 .. l.~I.Mo..l ...... -. ....... __ .. __ ...._..._ __ "''l,;,;.;.;..;..;J 

!leeUIF methods! Enter key word: 

getSubschema ~~it-~~~~.;.: ~~y:: ~~~~d:: ~h:: ~r: ~~: ~ ~ ~:::::::I 
.:1.71'~.V.~Iri .~\1.:1 . t.C ""'··········· ················································ 

I str trimmedStr arrayOfTok ............... . 
sortedTemp sortedMetho :::::()K:::::: I C•ncel I 
temp2 temStr z checkl chL..---====-:..;:::;::==:.1 

methods := OrderedCollection new: 200. 
setOfMethods := Set new: 200. 
sortedMethods := SortedCollection new: 200. 

str := codeEditBox string. 

Figure 17. Browsing the change .log file. 
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C.5.4. How to Compress Change.log File 

To compress the ciJange.Jog file, push the system utility menu 

button, followed by Compress ClJaoges. An alert window, which 

notifies the user that compress changes will tak.e some time will then 

appear. If the user still wants to proceed, push the OK button, otherwise 

push the Cancel button. 

C.S.S. How to Compress Source.sml File 

To compress the source.sml file, follow the same steps as for 

compressing change.log, except that Compress Sources should be 

selected instead of Compress Changes. 

C.6. How to Exit from the Smalltalk/V Environment 

To save the current image, click the right button of the mouse at the 

background of the screen (that is, in an area that is not part of any window) to 

open the system menu; select Sarl' Image from the system menu. 

~ ~~~* ~~~~g~ ~-
continue '~ 

forget image 

......................... ......................... 

Figure 18. Saving Smalltalk. image before exit from the system. 
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To exit from the Smalltalk system. click the right button of the mouse at 

the background of the screen; select exit. Then, a another pop up menu will 

appear; you should either select fo;get image to exit from the Smalltalk 

system without saving current image, select save image to exit from the 

Smalltalk system after saving current image, or select continue to return to 

Smalltalk system. See Figure 18 as an example. 
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APPENDIX B 

TilE SMALL TALK LANGUAGE 
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Smalltalk grew from the following philosophy [39]. 

• The most important component in a computing system ts the 

individual human user. 

• Programming should be a natural extension of thinking. 

• Programming should be a dynamic, evolutionary process 

consistent with a model of human learning activity. 

• A computing environment is both a programming language and a 

productivity enhancing interface for programmer/user power tools 

- utilities for the programmer to express himself in that language, 

and to organize and flexibly use both procedural and factual 

knowledge. 

Smalltalk. is an interpretive language that uses an intermediate compiler. 

Smalltalk source code is compiled into byte codes and made a part of the 

Smalltalk. virtual image. During program execution, the Smalltalk. interpreter 

translates the byte codes into appropriate actions. :Most of the Smalltalk 

source codes in the system is available for viewing and modification by the 

user. The exceptions to this rule are a group of low-level operations known 

as primitives. which are usually written in assembly language, and some 

hidden classes such as Compiler class (see the history of the Smalltalk 

language in Chapter II). 

Smalltalk is also a typeless language [ 40]. In object-oriented languages, 

type checking is normally applied at the level of an object. Objects not only 

have data, but associated operations. Type checking in the object world must 

be associated not only with the interpretation of data, but also with 
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determining which operation may be applied to an object. In strongly typed 

object-oriented languages such as Eiffel, the only messages that are allowed to 

be passed to an object are those that can, from a syntactic analysis of the 

source code. be guaranteed to be resolvable at runtime. This is not true for 

Smalltalk.. The absence of a type system means that any message may be 

attempted with any object. At runtime. if a message is sent to an incompatible 

object, an error occurs. Johnson, Graver and Zurawski [41] have developed 

Typed Smalltalk (TS in brief), which is a portable optimizing compiler that 

produces machine code for a typed variant of Smalltalk, making Smalltalk 

programs run much faster. 

A Smalltalk. statement is basically composed of objects, messages and 

arguments (parameters) of the messages. There are three kinds of messages in 

Smalltalk.: uoary message, bioaJ]'" message, and .leyrvord message. Unary 

messages are messages with no argument. Binary messages are identified by 

special symbols and have exactly one argument. Messages with one or more 

arguments are called keyword messages. Keyword messages are 

distinguishable from other messages by a colon-terminated message selector 

followed by a argument. Keyword messages may include any number of 

message selector-parameter pairs. The result of sending any message to an 

object is another object. Each of the three kinds of messages is illustrated in 

the following examples, which use actual Smalltalk syntax. Comments are 

enclosed in double quotes in Smalltalk. 

Unary Message 

A unary message is a single message selector with no parameters sent to a 
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single object. 

For example: 

9 factorial. "Answer the factorial of 9." 

theta sin. "Answer the sin of theta." 

'hello there' reversed. "Answer reversed string of string 'hello there'." 

$A asciiValue. "Answer ASCII value of character A." 

'hello' outputToprinter. "Send the string 'hello' to the printer." 

Binary Message 

A binary message is a single message selector (usually a special symbol) with 

one parameter sent to a single object. The parameter is also an object. 

For example: 

x+ y. 

a// b. 

23@ 50. 

#(1 2 3). #(4 56). 

"Answer the sum of the receiver x and the 

parameter y. The symbol + represents 

a binary message." 

"Answer the integral part of object a divided by 

parameter b." 

"Answer a two-dimensional point with 

x-coordinate 23 andy-coordinate 50. 

23 is an object, 50 is the parameter of 

message@." 

"Concatenate array (4 56) to array (1 2 3)." 
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Keyword Message 

A keyword message is a message to a single object with any number of 

message selector-parameter pairs. Message selectors are typically colon

terminated identifiers. 

For example: 

Arrav new: 10. 
.I 

'Hello' includes: $e. 

'Hello' at: 1 put: $H. 

"Answer a new instance of class Array with ten 

elements. The message new: is sent to object 

Array with parameter 1 0." 

"Answer True if string 'Hello' includes character 

e. otherwise False.'' 

"At first position of string 'Hello' put character H." 
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